
Purpose Built Rotary Broom Built 

for a purpose, economically priced, light weight, 

excellent visibility and short coupled to the 

power unit for maneuverability.  Excellent for 

general sweeping conditions.

An economical, yet powerful rotary broom for your compact 

skid steer. This hydraulic-driven, manual angle broom 

(optional electric actuator) quickly and efficiently sweeps 

away dirt, dried mud, light snow and other debris.

This is sweeping made easy that takes the hand work out of 

sweeping.  Excellent for sweeping sidewalks, parking areas 

and warehouses.  Works great for light snow removal without 

damaging the surface. If scratching or gouging a surface 

such as concrete or blacktop is a concern,  there's nothing 

like a rotary broom.  The sweeper is amazing for lawn thatch 

removal and is the best thatcher you will ever use.  

The Nortec RBC-05 Series is in addition to the RBC 10 

Series Premier SweepTEC line of rotary brooms.

Industry is asking for a low cost, light weight sweeper 

designed for smaller power units. It has a maneuverable 

broom that's operator friendly and easy to see.

Inboard drive system lets you clean sweep from the left or 

right side without any interference.  A chain drive along the 

side frame allows mounting the hydraulic motor inboard 

which is well protected against damage.  

3-Position manual angle allows straight, right or left sweeping 

action. This 25 degree angle provides for windrowing of 

material.

Purpose Built Rotary Broom

   The RBC 05 Series features a high performance 

tube broom, increased sweeping performance over 

the wafer style bristles and it lasts longer. 

Inboard Hydraulic Drive System

54 or 72 in
Sweeping 

Width

Affordable

Low Cost



 

   Tube Broom 
    * Better flick action for thorough debris collection.

    * More sweeping ends per square inch of broom face.

    * Tight and consistent broom wraps. 

       

NORTEC reserves the right to change design or specifications without notice.  Information contained herein is general in nature and is not intended for specific 

application purposes.  Photographs contained herein may be displayed with safety and/or guards removed to show mechanical functions.  
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RBC405
Weight:   250 lbs. (with actuator, 240 lbs. without)

Flow Range:   8-13 gpm

Length:   38" (with mount) 32” (with no mount)

Width:   61" (Outside to Outside)  54" (Broom)

Height:   16" (Without Hood, broom is 16” diameter)

Bristle Material: Poly or 1/2 Poly 1/2 Steel 

Broom Angling: Electric Actuator or

Manual 3-Position

Broom Bristle Diameter:  16”

Drive System:   Hyd. Motor Chain Drive Reduction 

Sweep Width (Fully angled):   48” At 28 degrees

Sweep Width (Fully angled):   49” At 25 degrees

Sweep Width (Straight):  54"

Choose From Poly 

or 50/50 Poly/Wire 

Combination

“Flick Action” is the movement of the broom bristle 

when in use. Each strand “flicks” as the broom rotates. 

Flicking of the filament is required for best sweeping 

results. If you are flicking, you are sweeping. If you are 

not flicking, your not sweeping.

For More Information Call Product Support:  715-623-6300   

  Optional Electric Acturator Angle

Mountings: Nortec offers 2 styles of mountings, 

universal skid steer and mini skid steer mounting.

Professionals who understand the value of quality products make 

Sweep TEC their first choice for quality-built Tube Brooms.  Our Tube 

Brooms give you better sweeping coverage with more broom wraps 

and more agressive sweeping than our competitor’s brooms, for 

impressive sweeping results.


